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Background: Human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine coverage was high in Denmark until it plunged fol-
lowing negative media coverage. We examined whether the decline in HPV vaccination undermined
uptake of another adolescent vaccine, measles, mumps and rubella (MMR).
Methods: The Danish national health register provided data on uptake of MMR vaccine dose 2 (at age 13)
for children born from 1991 to 2003 (n = 827,716). The primary exposure variable comprised three time
periods: before HPV vaccine introduction, during high HPV vaccine coverage, and after the drop in HPV
vaccine coverage. To examine the effect of HPV vaccination on MMR2 uptake, we estimated MMR2
uptake by age 13 using logistic regression, controlling for gender, birth month, birth year, and maternal
education.
Findings: MMR2 vaccination coverage was high for both girls and boys (86% and 85%) in 2009. Following
the introduction of HPV vaccine for girls in 2009, MMR2 coverage increased for girls even as it decreased
for boys (gender gap 4�6 percentage points, 95% CI 4�3 to 4�8). Coverage with MMR2 for girls continued to
be high over the following four years, and almost all girls (91%) who received MMR2 vaccination also
received HPV1 vaccination within the same week. When negative media coverage led to a decline in
HPV vaccination, MMR2 uptake for girls also declined. By 2015, MMR2 coverage for girls and boys had
become similar again (80% and 79%). Families with the highest level of maternal education showed the
strongest decline in MMR2 coverage for girls.
Interpretation: Concomitant vaccine provision can increase overall vaccine uptake. However, reduced
demand for one vaccine may reduce concomitant vaccination and undermine resiliency of a country’s
vaccination program.
Funding: Drs. Gørtz and Ejrnæs appreciate generous funding from the Novo Nordisk Foundation (grant
no. NNF17OC0026542) and from the Danish National Research Foundation through its grant (DNRF-
134) to the Center for Economic Behavior and Inequality (CEBI) at the University of Copenhagen.

� 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Childhood vaccination programs are among the most cost-
effective public health interventions [1]. Coverage is high for many
childhood vaccines, yet many countries struggle with upholding
satisfactory uptake in order to effectively control or eliminate seri-
ous diseases [2]. Indeed, the World Health Organization designated
vaccine hesitancy as one of the leading threats to global public
health. Several recent studies have related declines in vaccine
uptake to media coverage of unsubstantiated safety scares [3–9].
Concomitant delivery of vaccines may magnify a vaccine crisis
by undermining uptake of other vaccines [3,10,11]. Such spillover
effects may be due to parental time costs in bringing the child
for vaccination. Scheduling multiple vaccines at the same time
reduces parental time cost, which can increase vaccine uptake
[12–14]. Concomitant vaccination may also mitigate missed
opportunities arising from forgetfulness. However, if rumors or
negative media coverage make parents concerned about and post-
pone a specific vaccine, it could undermine uptake of other vacci-
nes usually delivered concomitantly. In Denmark, general
practitioners provide vaccination free-of-charge through the public
health care system, delivering several vaccines concomitantly in
vaccine ‘‘packages” in the program. Danish vaccination data
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provides an excellent framework for studying aspects of concomi-
tant vaccination. Boys and girls were already scheduled for a vac-
cine dose at age 12, when HPV vaccination was introduced for
girls in Denmark. HPV vaccine initiation was also recommended
at age 12, and female HPV vaccine uptake was initially very high,
but declined substantially following negative media coverage.
Negative media coverage of HPV vaccine began in a large Danish
newspaper in 2013 and intensified in 2015 after a TV documentary
had aired on a national television network. Danish media conveyed
unsubstantiated claims that HPV vaccination was associated with
serious side effects, and some people interviewed expressed
doubts about the efficacy of the vaccine. Possible side effects men-
tioned in this coverage were cramps, frequent headaches, dizzi-
ness, fainting and tiredness. HPV vaccine uptake fell from about
95% to just over 30% during this period [5,15]. We sought to exam-
ine whether the decline in HPV vaccination in Denmark due to neg-
ative media coverage undermined uptake of another adolescent
vaccine, measles, mumps and rubella (MMR).
2. Methods

2.1. Context and population

Danish children born before April 1, 2004 were scheduled to
receive the first dose of MMR vaccine (MMR1) at 15 months and
the second dose of the vaccine (MMR2) at age 12. HPV vaccination
was introduced in the national vaccination program in 2009, for
girls aged 12–15, with 12 being the recommend age of HPV vaccine
initiation. HPV vaccination was also offered to older cohorts
through a temporary catch-up program. During the study period,
HPV vaccination required an initial dose (HPV1) and one to two
additional doses given within a year of the first dose. Changes in
the Danish vaccination program offer a rich and unique opportu-
nity for analyzing the effect of concomitant vaccines. As HPV vac-
cine for Danish girls was recommended to be given at the age of 12
(i.e. the same age as recommended for MMR2 vaccination), we are
able to relate variation in MMR2 vaccine uptake to the introduction
of concomitant HPV vaccine and the decline in HPV vaccine uptake
following negative media coverage.

Our highly detailed individual level register data allowed us to
investigate how possible spillover effects of the reduction in HPV
vaccination rates potentially undermined MMR2 vaccine coverage.
Our study relies on Danish register data for all children born in
Denmark between 1991 and 2003 and observed in the registers
every year up until age 13. The cohort comprises 403,073 girls
and 424,643 boys.
2.2. Measures

From the register on public health insurance, we obtained
individual-level information about MMR (girls and boys) and
HPV vaccination (girls only). The database has the record of visits
to general practitioner, with information on MMR and HPV vacci-
nations including the age of the child receiving the vaccine. Danish
children have had individual health insurance cards with personal
records since 1997. Before 1997, children’s health services in the
public health care system were recorded under the parents’ civil
registration number (usually the mother), with a code to indicate
that the service was given to a child.

From the national registers, we obtained information on mater-
nal level of education, which we use as a proxy for household edu-
cation. Information on vaccine status, age of vaccination, and
maternal education were linked at the individual level using the
unique personal identifiers in the Danish registers. This enabled
us to follow vaccination for our study cohort from 1991 to 2017.
The primary outcome variable is MMR2 coverage by age 13. We
also present results for HPV vaccine initiation by age 13 and MMR1
vaccine coverage by age 3 (see the appendix for definitions).

2.3. Statistical analysis

To examine the effect of HPV uptake on the MMR2 uptake, we
compared the uptake of MMR2 of girls with the uptake of boys.
We considered girls as the ‘‘treatment group”, as they were directly
affected by HPV vaccinations and news about the vaccine, and boys
as a ‘‘control group”. First, we characterized the population with
respect to education and vaccine coverage (MMR1, MMR2, and
HPV1). Second, we estimated a logistic regression for MMR2
uptake. The dependent variable was a binary variable indicating
whether the child received MMR2 by age 13. The explanatory vari-
ables were a dummy variable for sex; dummy variables for birth
year; sex interacted with birth year; and dummy variables for birth
month (to account for seasonality). We also estimated a logistic
regression for MMR1 coverage by age 3 with the same explanatory
variables. Third, we estimated logistic regression models for MMR2
by age 13 for girls. Here we included dummy variables for birth
month; dummy variables for birth year; dummy variables for
maternal education (in five categories) and maternal education
interacted with birth year. Similarly, we estimated a logistic
regression for HPV1 by age 13 with the same set of explanatory
variables. Fourth, we examined those who decline both MMR2
and HPV1 vaccines. The dependent variable was a binary variable
that took the value 1 if the girl has neither received HPV1 nor
MMR2 by age 13 and 0 otherwise. The explanatory variables were
dummy variables for birth month; dummy variables for birth year;
dummy variables for maternal education (in five categories) and
maternal education interacted with birth year. Empirical analysis
was done using STATA version 14.1, using two-tailed statistical
tests with a significance level of 0�05.
3. Results

MMR vaccination coverage was generally high (Table 1). Across
all birth cohorts, MMR1 coverage by age 3 was 86�3% and MMR2
coverage by age 13 was 84�0%. In contrast, HPV1 coverage by age
13 was somewhat lower, 76�8%.

3.1. Temporal changes in vaccination

Almost all girls (91%) who received MMR2 and HPV1 vaccina-
tion by age 13 received both vaccines the same week, likely during
the same visit to their general physician. To understand the tempo-
rality of HPV vaccine events relative to changes in girls’ uptake of
MMR2, we examined gender difference in the monthly number
of MMR2 vaccinations given (Fig. 1). The large spike in female
MMR2 vaccinations in January 2009 coincided with the introduc-
tion of HPV vaccination in Denmark. Similarly, the two months
with the lowest number of female-to-male MMR2 vaccinations
coincided with dates in 2013 and 2015 with negative media cover-
age of HPV vaccination, which has been shown to affect HPV cov-
erage significantly [5,7]. Boys received slightly more MMR2
vaccinations than girls in the earlier time period, because boys
made up 51% of the population which more than offset their lower
coverage with respect to total doses given.

In the time period before HPV vaccination was introduced for
girls, MMR2 coverage declined slightly for both girls and boys,
from 86% overall for the oldest birth cohort (1991) to 85% overall
for the 1995 birth cohort (Fig. 2). The introduction of HPV vaccina-
tion for girls born from 1996 and onwards coincided with a sizable
increase in MMR2 coverage for girls, while coverage continued to



Table 1
Demographic characteristics of population.

Born 1991–1995 Born 1996–2000 Born 2001–2003 All

Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls
% % % % % %n %

Child’s vaccination
MMR1 before 3y 82.9 82.9 87.8 88.0 89.6 89.9 86.3
MMR2 before 13y 85.1 86.4 82.9 87.5 78.5 79.8 84.0
HPV1 before 13y – – – 82.9 – 66.4 76.8*

Mother’s education
Elementary 21.3 21.4 17.1 17.1 14.3 13.9 18.1
Vocational 45.2 45.3 44.6 44.8 41.0 41.7 44.2
Short 3.8 3.8 4.4 4.4 5.3 5.1 4.4
College 22.3 22.0 24.2 24.0 26.9 26.6 23.9
University 5.5 5.5 8.1 8.0 10.9 11.0 7.7
Unknown 1.9 1.8 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.8

N 166,648 158,314 163,244 154,727 94,751 90,032 827,716

Note. Children born in Denmark in the period 1991–2003, who lived continuously in Denmark until age 13. MMR1 is defined as the 1st MMR dose. MMR2 is the 2nd MMR
dose. If only one dose is received, the age of the child determines if it is the MMR1 or MMR2 (see definition in appendix). HPV1 is defined as HPV vaccine initiation (first dose).
Short education is short-cycle higher education and is about 14 years of education. HPV not part of the public vaccination program for children between 12 and 13. * This
number is only based on girls born 1996–2003.
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Fig. 1. Monthly difference in number of MMR vaccine doses given to girls and boys
ages 12–15. N = 823,709. The number of MMR vaccines is defined as the number of
MMR vaccines given in Denmark to girls, less the number given to boys, ages 12–15.
On average, 1802 girls and 1826 boys, ages 12–15, received MMR2 each month for
the period 2002–2015. The notes at the spikes inside the graph refer to three key
events: 1) introduction of the HPV vaccination program in January 2009, 2) first
negative media coverage of HPV vaccination in a Danish newspaper in April 2013,
3) national TV documentary on negative side effects of HPV vaccine in March 2015.
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Fig. 2. MMR2 and HPV1 vaccine coverage for girls and boys by birth month by age
13. N = 827,716. Children born in 1991–2003 in Denmark, who have lived in
Denmark in all years from birth until age 13. MMR2 is the 2nd MMR dose. If only
one dose is received, the age of the child determines if it is the MMR1 or MMR2 (see
definition in appendix). This figure shows the MMR2 vaccine coverage by age 13.
HPV1 is defined as the first HPV vaccine dose by age 13.
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decline slightly for boys. As HPV vaccine uptake began to fall in
2013, HPV1 coverage plunged for girls born in 2001 or later, and
we observed a concomitant, sharp decline in MMR2 coverage for
these same age cohorts. For the 2003 cohort, MMR2 coverage for
girls declined to the level of boys. MMR2 coverage then rapidly
declined for both boys and girls, and it fell below 77% for the
youngest birth cohort (2003).

The difference between girls and boys in MMR2 coverage
increased from 1�6 percentage points (95% CI 1�1–2�2%) for the
1995 cohort to 4�3 percentage points (95% CI 3�8–4�8%) for the
1999 cohort (Fig. 3, right panel). The gender gap narrowed rapidly
for cohort 2001, and it was no longer noticeable for the youngest
cohort born in 2003. The findings for MMR2 stand in contrast to
MMR1 vaccination coverage for boys and girls, which was almost
identical and largely unchanged over time (Fig. 3, left panel). Only
one of the thirteen confidence intervals for MMR1 sex differences
(birth cohort 2002) did not contain zero, a finding that we attribu-
ted to chance.
To establish that changes in HPV1 and MMR2 were coincident
at the level of patients, we examined coincident vaccination for
girls at age 13 (Fig. 4). The majority of girls born before 2001 fol-
lowed the recommended schedule (receiving both vaccines at
age 12) with the percentage peaking at about 80%. Coverage with
both vaccines began to decline for girls born in 2001, and then fell
rapidly for girls born in the latter half of 2002 or later. About 7% of
girls born from 1997 to 2001 received neither MMR2 nor HPV1
vaccines by age 13. The percentage of girls receiving neither vac-
cine increased substantially for cohorts born 2002 and 2003, and
about 20% of girls born in 2003 received neither MMR2 nor HPV1
according to the vaccine schedule.

3.2. Parental education and vaccination

The percentage declining both vaccines was lowest for the
cohorts born 1997–2001. Within these cohorts, young girls whose
mothers had the lowest level of education stand out with about
10% declining both vaccines (Fig. 5). When looking across cohorts
born from 1997 to 2003, young girls whose mothers had the high-
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Fig. 3. Adjusted differences between girls and boys in MMR1 and MMR2 coverage by birth year. N = 827,716. Children born in 1991–2003 in Denmark, who have lived in
Denmark in all years from birth until age 13. Positive values show higher vaccination coverage for girls. MMR1 is defined as the 1st MMR dose. MMR2 is the 2nd MMR dose. If
only one dose is received, the age of the child determines if it is the MMR1 or MMR2 (see definition in appendix). The left panel displays the estimated differences between
girls and boys in MMR1 coverage. The right panel displays the estimated differences in MMR2. The gender differences are estimated as marginal effects in a logit model
(STATA version 14.1) for the interaction term of birth cohort and gender. Estimates adjusted for birth year, gender, interaction of gender and birth year and birth month. Error
bars show 95% confidence intervals.
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est level of parental education showed the highest increase in
receiving neither of the vaccines. Thus, for cohorts 2002 and
2003, vaccine uptake was lowest for parents with low and high
education, showing a distinctive U-shape (Fig. 5).

For the individual vaccines, coverage declined for both MMR2
and HPV1, albeit the drop in HPV1 is substantially higher than
the drop in MMR2 (Fig. 6, right panel). While coverage dropped
for all levels of education, the girls born to mothers with the lowest
level of education experienced the smallest decline, while girls
born to mothers with the highest level of education had the largest
decline, in particular for HPV1 coverage. Thus, HPV1 coverage was
declining in the level of education for girls born in 2003.
4. Discussion

Introduction of HPV vaccination in Denmark appeared to sup-
port a small increase in female MMR2 coverage. However, when
HPV vaccine uptake declined, so did MMR2 coverage. This conclu-
sion is supported by the coincident timing of the drops in the two
vaccines and the concomitant delivery of almost all of the doses
for two vaccines. Two specific findings support our interpretation
that the spillover effects were from HPV to MMR2. First, the
introduction of female HPV vaccination was followed by an
increase in female MMR2 uptake while male MMR2 uptake con-
tinued a slight decline. Second, the decline in HPV vaccine uptake
coincides with a sudden sharp decline in female MMR2 uptake
that eliminates the gender gap in MMR2 uptake. Our study is
one of the first to document how instability in one vaccine’s cov-
erage is a contagion that can spread to other vaccines on the
same platform.

It is perhaps understandable that HPV vaccine uptake fell in
Denmark during a period with negative media coverage of serious
(but unsubstantiated) side effects. The negative impact of Danish
media coverage on HPV vaccine uptake is well documented [5,7].
However, we document a distinct pattern of spillover from the
drop in HPV vaccination onto MMR2 vaccination, especially girls.
We attribute the initial gender gap to adolescent girls having more
contact with general physicians than adolescent boys [16] and
therefore being more likely to be vaccinated by age 13. Interest-
ingly, negative media coverage of MMR vaccination at a different
time did not appear to have undermined MMR uptake in Denmark,
perhaps due to the brief period of coverage or the perception that
the problem was specific to the UK [4]. The decline in MMR2 cov-
erage at the end of our sample may, in part, have been due to a
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change in the Danish vaccine schedule. Children born after April 1,
2004 were scheduled to receive MMR2 vaccination at age 4,
instead of age 12. Thus cohort 2003 is among the last to be sched-
uled for MMR2 at age 12, and some children may have had younger
siblings who received MMR2 at age 4. The change in schedule may
have resulted in some parents and physicians forgetting that the
older siblings were still scheduled for MMR2 vaccination at age
12. This speculation seems unlikely to account for a drop of the
magnitude we documented and does not explain the elimination
of the gender gap in MMR2 coverage seen for cohort 2001 and
later.

Parental education shaped the effects we saw on MMR2 and
HPV1 coverage. We documented an inverted U-shape in MMR2
vaccine coverage as a function of maternal education. Mothers
with the least or the most education had daughters with the lowest
MMR2 coverage. The inverted U-shape was also present for HPV1
coverage, for the first six cohorts. Most importantly, the last cohort,
2003, experienced a sharp decline in HPV1 coverage, and the
decline was far more pronounced for those with high levels of edu-
cation, resulting in HPV1 coverage being downwards sloping as a
function of parental education for cohort 2003. Previous studies
have shown conflicting results for the significance of parental edu-
cation and income in HPV vaccination [10,17–20]. UK uptake of the
MMR, following the 1998 publication of serious negative side
effects of MMR vaccine (a publication later deemed to be fraudu-
lent), declined faster in areas with a larger fraction of parents with
more education. Similarly, a US study found that it was the high-
educated who reduced vaccination rates of their children the most
[3,10]. A Danish study found that HPV uptake was lower for girls
born to parents with lower education [21]. Our results are similar.
We also found that more highly educated parents (with college or
university education) were slightly more likely to decline vaccina-
tions for the older cohorts (born 1997–2001), as suggested by
Fig. 5. However, the findings for people with the least education
are remarkable, yielding the U-shape of the graphs shown in
Fig. 5 for the younger cohorts (born 2002–03). The non-linear
and moderated findings in our study underline the complexity of
the role of education in vaccine uptake.

Countries facing vaccine scares may need to be prepared for
drops in coverage. Researchers have suggested strategies to
address such scares includes having a strong crisis communication
plan, being proactive, and relying on coordinated communication
efforts. Our data suggest that the countries should also be alert
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for drops in vaccines on the same platform [22] (i.e., among chil-
dren receiving other vaccines at the same age). While the drops
may be less pronounced, they may still be problematic.

To conclude, we document spillover effects in vaccination rates
across concomitant vaccines. The introduction of HPV vaccine in
Denmark supported higher MMR2 vaccination rates for girls. How-
ever, following negative media attention on HPV vaccination,
MMR2 coverage fell considerably for girls. Moreover, highly-
educated mothers were apparently more sensitive to negative
information about HPV vaccine leading to a higher drop in vaccina-
tion rates for their daughters. Our results point to potential bene-
fits of concomitant vaccine delivery if the public considers
vaccines to be safe. However, in a period of a vaccine scare, there
may be negative spillover effects across concomitant vaccines.
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Appendix A

See Fig. A1 and Table A1.
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TATA version 14.1) for the interaction term of birth cohort and gender. Estimates
ror bars show 95% confidence intervals.



Table A1
Logit estimation.

MMR1 by age3 MMR2 by age 13

Birth year = 1991 0.000 0.000
(.) (.)

Birth year = 1992 0.042* �0.055*
(0.020) (0.022)

Birth year = 1993 0.335*** �0.008
(0.022) (0.022)

Birth year = 1994 0.226*** �0.059**

(0.021) (0.022)
Birth year = 1995 �0.132*** �0.111***

(0.020) (0.022)
Birth year = 1996 0.195*** �0.137***

(0.021) (0.022)
Birth year = 1997 0.381*** �0.220***

(0.022) (0.022)
Birth year = 1998 0.518*** �0.294***

(0.023) (0.022)
Birth year = 1999 0.665*** �0.146***

(0.023) (0.022)
Birth year = 2000 0.721*** �0.257***

(0.024) (0.022)
Birth year = 2001 0.692*** �0.300***

(0.024) (0.022)
Birth year = 2002 0.628*** �0.539***

(0.023) (0.021)
Birth year = 2003 0.645*** �0.629***

(0.023) (0.021)
Girl �0.014 0.119***

(0.021) (0.024)
Girl * Birth year = 1991 0.000 0.000

(.) (.)
Girl * Birth year = 1992 0.000 �0.014

(0.029) (0.032)
Girl * Birth year = 1993 �0.022 �0.059

(0.031) (0.033)
Girl * Birth year = 1994 0.021 �0.024

(0.030) (0.032)
Girl * Birth year = 1995 0.043 0.014

(0.028) (0.032)
Girl * Birth year = 1996 0.026 0.167***

(0.030) (0.033)
Girl * Birth year = 1997 0.014 0.176***

(0.031) (0.032)
Girl * Birth year = 1998 0.061 0.323***

(0.032) (0.033)
Girl * Birth year = 1999 0.058 0.241***

(0.034) (0.033)
Girl * Birth year = 2000 0.029 0.334***

(0.034) (0.033)
Girl * Birth year = 2001 0.030 �0.006

(0.034) (0.032)
Girl * Birth year = 2002 0.069* 0.012

(0.034) (0.031)
Girl * Birth year = 2003 0.048 �0.122***

(0.034) (0.030)
Birth month = 1 0.000 0.000

(.) (.)
Birth month = 2 0.004 0.028

(0.016) (0.015)
Birth month = 3 0.030 0.050***

(0.016) (0.015)
Birth month = 4 0.068*** 0.045**

(0.016) (0.015)
Birth month = 5 0.093*** 0.070***

(0.016) (0.015)
Birth month = 6 0.060*** 0.010

(0.016) (0.015)
Birth month = 7 0.059*** 0.039**

(0.015) (0.015)
Birth month = 8 0.035* 0.022

(0.015) (0.015)
Birth month = 9 0.014 0.002

(0.016) (0.015)
Birth month = 10 0.088*** �0.018

(0.016) (0.015)

Table A1 (continued)

MMR1 by age3 MMR2 by age 13

Birth month = 11 0.101*** �0.035*
(0.016) (0.015)

Birth month = 12 0.066*** �0.071***

(0.016) (0.015)
Constant 1.443*** 1.778***

(0.018) (0.019)
N 827,716 827,716

Note. Numbers are unstandardized regression coefficients and standard errors in
parentheses. Children born in 1991–2003 in Denmark, who lived in Denmark in
all years from birth until age 13. MMR1 is defined as the 1st MMR dose. MMR2
is the 2nd MMR dose. If only one dose is received, the age of the child deter-
mines if it is the MMR1 or MMR2 (see definition in the appendix). Positive
values show higher vaccination coverage for girls. The left panel displays the
estimated differences between girls and boys in MMR1 coverage by age 3. The
right panel displays the estimated differences in MMR2 by age 13. The gender
differences are estimated as marginal effects in a logit model (STATA version
14.1) for the interaction term of birth cohort and gender. The marginal inter-
action effects are shown in Fig. 3.
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